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Abstract 45 
The high proportion of transmission events derived from asymptomatic or presymptomatic 46 
infections make SARS-CoV-2, the causative agent in COVID-19, difficult to control through the 47 
traditional non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) of symptom-based isolation and contact 48 
tracing. As a consequence, many US universities are developing asymptomatic surveillance 49 
testing labs, to augment existing NPIs and control outbreaks on campus. We built a stochastic 50 
branching process model of COVID-19 dynamics at UC Berkeley to advise optimal control 51 
strategies in a university environment. Our model combines behavioral interventions in the form 52 
of group size limits to deter superspreading, symptom-based isolation, and contact tracing, with 53 
asymptomatic surveillance testing. We find that behavioral interventions offer a cost-effective 54 
means of epidemic control: group size limits of twelve or fewer greatly reduce superspreading, 55 
and rapid isolation of symptomatic infections can halt rising epidemics, depending on the 56 
frequency of asymptomatic transmission in the population. Surveillance testing can overcome 57 
uncertainty surrounding asymptomatic infections, with the most effective approaches prioritizing 58 
frequent testing with rapid turnaround time to isolation over test sensitivity. Importantly, contact 59 
tracing amplifies population-level impacts of all infection isolations, making even delayed 60 
interventions effective. Combination of behavior-based NPIs and asymptomatic surveillance also 61 
reduces variation in daily case counts to produce more predictable epidemics. Furthermore, 62 
targeted, intensive testing of a minority of high transmission risk individuals can effectively 63 
control the COVID-19 epidemic for the surrounding population. We offer this blueprint and 64 
easy-to-implement modeling tool to other academic or professional communities navigating 65 
optimal return-to-work strategies for the 2021 year. 66 
 67 
Significance Statement 68 
We built a COVID-19 dynamical model to advise strategies for optimal epidemic control in a 69 
university environment. Unique from previous work, our model combines behavior-based non-70 
pharmaceutical interventions with asymptomatic surveillance; we find that a multi-factorial 71 
intervention approach uniting group size limits to deter superspreading, rapid symptom-based 72 
isolation, and contact tracing, with asymptomatic surveillance that prioritizes test frequency and 73 
turnaround time over test sensitivity, offers the most effective COVID-19 control. Contact 74 
tracing can amplify intervention gains from even extensively delayed isolations, and targeted, 75 
intensive testing of a high transmission risk minority can control epidemics for the surrounding 76 
community. We provide reopening recommendations and an easy-to-implement modeling tool to 77 
other academic or professional communities navigating optimal return-to-work strategies in the 78 
upcoming year. 79 
 80 
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Introduction 85 
Non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) to control the spread of infectious diseases vary 86 

in efficacy depending on the natural history of pathogen that is targeted (1). Highly transmissible 87 
pathogens and pathogens for which the majority of onward transmission events take place prior 88 
to the onset of symptoms are notoriously difficult to control with standard public health 89 
approaches, such as isolation of symptomatic individuals and contact tracing (1). SARS-CoV-2, 90 
the causative agent in COVID-19, is a now a clear example of one of these difficult-to-control 91 
pathogens (2). While the first SARS-CoV was effectively contained via the isolation of 92 
symptomatic individuals following emergence in 2002 (3), at the time of writing, SARS-CoV-2 93 
remains an ongoing public health menace that has infected more than 43 million people 94 
worldwide (4). Though the two coronaviruses are epidemiologically comparable in their basic 95 
reproduction numbers (R0) (3), SARS-CoV-2 has evaded control efforts largely because the 96 
majority of virus transmission events occur prior to the onset of clinical symptoms in infected 97 
persons (2)—in stark contrast to infections with the first SARS-CoV (3). Indeed, in many cases, 98 
SARS-CoV-2-infected individuals never experience symptoms at all (5–8) but, nonetheless, 99 
remain capable of transmitting the infection to others (9–13). Due to the challenges associated 100 
with asymptomatic and presymptomatic transmission (10), surveillance testing of asymptomatic 101 
individuals has the potential to play a critical role in COVID-19 epidemic control (14–16). 102 
Surveillance testing is always valuable for research purposes, but its efficacy as a public health 103 
intervention will depend on both the epidemiology of the focal infection and the characteristics 104 
of the testing regime. Here, we explore the effects of both behavior-based NPIs and 105 
asymptomatic surveillance testing on COVID-19 control in a university environment.  106 

As the North American autumn advances, the United States leads the globe with over 9 107 
million reported cases of COVID-19 (4), and universities across the nation continue to struggle 108 
to control epidemics in their campus communities (17). To combat this challenge, colleges have 109 
adopted a variety of largely independent COVID-19 control tactics, ranging from entirely virtual 110 
formats to a mix of in-person and remote learning, paired with strict behavioral regulations, 111 
and—in some cases—in-house asymptomatic surveillance testing (18). As the 2021 year draws 112 
closer, asymptomatic surveillance testing is likely to play a key role in university plans for 113 
expanding reopening in the new semester (18, 19). In March 2020, shortly after the World Health 114 
Organization declared COVID-19 to be a global pandemic (20), the University of California, 115 
Berkeley, launched its own pop-up SARS-CoV-2 testing lab in the Innovative Genomics 116 
Institute (IGI) (21) with the aim of providing COVID diagnostic services to the UC Berkeley 117 
community and underserved populations in the surrounding East Bay region. Though the IGI 118 
RT-qPCR-based pipeline was initially developed to service clinical, symptomatic 119 
nasopharyngeal and oropharyngeal swab samples (21), the IGI subsequently inaugurated an 120 
asymptomatic surveillance testing program for the UC Berkeley community, through which—at 121 
the time of this writing—over 13,000 faculty, students, and staff in the UC Berkeley community 122 
have since been serviced with over 60,000 asymptomatic surveillance tests and counting (22). 123 
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Here we developed a stochastic, agent-based branching process model of COVID-19 124 
spread in a university environment to advise UC Berkeley on best-practice approaches for 125 
surveillance testing in our community and to offer guidelines for optimal control in university 126 
settings more broadly. Previous modeling efforts have used similar approaches to advocate for 127 
more frequent testing with more rapid turnaround times at the expense of heightened test 128 
sensitivity (14, 15) or to weigh the cost-effectiveness of various testing regimes against 129 
symptom-based screening in closed university or professional environments (16). Our model is 130 
unique in combining both behavioral interventions with optimal testing design in a real-world 131 
setting, offering important insights into efficient mechanisms of epidemic control.  132 
 133 
Model design. 134 

Our model takes the form of a stochastic branching process model, in which a subset 135 
population of exposed individuals (0.5%, derived from the mean percentage of positive tests in 136 
our UC Berkeley community (22)) is introduced into a hypothetical 20,000 person community 137 
that approximates the campus utilization goals for our university in spring 2021. With each 138 
timestep, the disease parameters for each infected case are drawn stochastically from 139 
distributions representing the natural history of the SARS-CoV-2 virus, paired with realistic 140 
estimates of the timeline of corresponding public health interventions (2, 16, 23) (Fig. 1). Our 141 
flexible model (published here with open-access R-code (24)) allows for the introduction of NPIs 142 
for COVID-19 control in four different forms: (1) group size limits, (2) symptom-based 143 
isolations, (3) surveillance testing isolations, and (4) contact tracing isolations that follow after 144 
cases are identified through screening from symptomatic or surveillance testing.  Because we 145 
focus our efforts on optimal surveillance testing regimes, we do not explicitly model other NPIs, 146 
such as social distancing and mask wearing; however, the effects of these behaviors are captured 147 
in our representation of R-effective (hereafter, RE) for both within-campus and out-of-campus 148 
transmission. RE is the product of the pathogen basic reproduction number (R0, approximately 149 
2.2 for SARS-CoV-2(2)) and the proportion of the population that is susceptible to disease. RE is 150 
thus a dynamic value which corresponds to the number of new infections caused by a single 151 
infection at a given timepoint within a specified community.  152 

For each infectious case, we generate an independent virus trajectory, using a within-host 153 
viral kinetics model structured after the classic target cell model (25–27). From each trajectory, 154 
we then infer both a timing of symptom onset and a time-varying transmissibility, which each 155 
manifest as a function of viral load. The timing of symptom onset corresponds to the timepoint at 156 
which an infectious individual’s virus trajectory crosses some threshold value for presentation of 157 
symptoms, which we draw randomly from a log-normal distribution with a mean of 107 virus 158 

copies per µl of RNA (patients with fewer than 106 cp/µl are generally not considered infectious 159 
(28–30)). By these metrics, roughly 30% of our modeled population presents as asymptomatic, in 160 
keeping with published estimates for SARS-CoV-2 (6, 7).  We simulate dynamics for each 161 
infection by drawing a case-specific value for RE; a minority (10%) of cases are lost to the 162 
external community (e.g. an infectious UC Berkeley community member infects someone 163 
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outside the UC Berkeley community) and are not tracked in our model, such that we report 164 
within-campus RE as the number of onward cases that a single infectious UC Berkeley 165 
community member causes within the same community (SI Appendix). In line with published 166 
estimates of Bay Area RE and initial asymptomatic test results in our community (22, 31), we 167 
represent within-campus RE as approximately one. For all onward transmission events, we 168 
compute a generation time based on each individual’s viral load trajectory (2); the majority of 169 
transmission events occur when the infectious host has higher viral titers, thus biasing new case 170 
generations towards earlier timesteps in an individual’s infection trajectory, as is realistic for 171 
COVID-19 (23) (Fig. 1) (SI Appendix). 172 

Our model deviates from previous surveillance testing models by drawing RE from a 173 
negative binomial distribution (rather than a log-normal distribution (2, 14, 16)), with a 174 
dispersion parameter (k) equal to 0.16, corresponding to that estimated for the original SARS-175 
CoV epidemic (32, 33). Though representation of RE in log-normal vs. negative binomial form 176 
will not change the average number of cases generated per epidemic, the negative binomial 177 
distribution replicates the dynamics of superspreading events, which are known to play an 178 
important role in SARS-CoV-2 dynamics (33–38). There is growing direct empirical evidence 179 
that COVID-19 epidemiology exhibits a negative binomial RE across multiple systems (38–41).  180 

In addition to within-community transmissions, all individuals in the modeled population 181 
are also subjected to a daily hazard (0.15%) of becoming infected from an external source, based 182 
on published estimates of RE and COVID-19 prevalence in Alameda County (31). We report the 183 
mean results of 100 stochastic runs of each proposed intervention. 184 
 185 
Results. 186 
Comparing behavioral NPIs for COVID-19 control. 187 

We first ran a series of epidemic simulations using a completely mixed population of 188 
20,000 individuals subject to the infection dynamics outlined above to compare and contrast the 189 
impacts of our four NPIs on COVID-19 control. We introduced an initial population of 100 190 
infectious individuals (0.5%) at timestep 0 and compared the effects of a single target 191 
intervention on epidemic trajectories after the first 50 days of simulation. Less intensive or 192 
intervention-absent scenarios allowed infectious cases to grow at unimpeded exponential rates, 193 
rapidly exhausting our susceptible supply and making it necessary to compare results at a 194 
consistent (and early) timepoint in our simulated epidemics. 195 

As a consequence of our representation of RE in negative binomial form (unique from 196 
other surveillance testing models), we first considered the COVID-19 control effectiveness of 197 
group size limits on in-person gatherings, which doubled as upper thresholds in transmission 198 
capacity (Fig. 2). Assuming that 90% of the modeled population adhered to assumed group size 199 
regulations, we found that limiting outdoor gatherings to groups of twelve or fewer individuals 200 
(the current regulation imposed by the City of Berkeley Public Health Office (42)), saved a mean 201 
of ~5,700 cases per 50-day simulation (in a 20,000 person population) and corresponded to an RE 202 
reduction of nearly 0.25 (reducing RE from 1 to subclinical 0.75; Fig. 3; SI Appendix – Dataset 203 
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S1). Even stricter group size limits of six or fewer individuals resulted in greater numbers of 204 
cases saved. By contrast, a large group size limit of 50 persons had no effect on epidemic 205 
dynamics; under assumptions of negative binomial RE, a group size limit of 50 will restrict 206 
transmission from only 0.018% of infectious individuals (Fig. 2). Gains in epidemic control from 207 
group size limits resulted from avoidance of superspreading events, an approach that was 208 
effective for negative binomial but not log-normal representations of RE that lack the 209 
transmission “tail” characteristic of a superspreader distribution (SI Appendix – Fig. S1). 210 
Importantly, by avoiding superspreading events, group size limits also reduced variance in daily 211 
case counts, yielding more predictable epidemics, which are easier to control through testing and 212 
contact tracing (2, 23, 43). Over the July 4 weekend, surveillance testing resources in our UC 213 
Berkeley community were overwhelmed and containment efforts challenged after a single 214 
superspreading event on campus (44).  215 

We next investigated the impacts of variation in lag time to self-isolation post-symptom 216 
onset for the approximately 70% of individuals likely to present with COVID-19 symptoms in 217 
our modeled population (Fig. 3). At UC Berkeley, all essential students, faculty, and staff must 218 
complete a digital ‘Daily Symptom Screener’ before being cleared to work on campus; here, we 219 
effectively model the delay post-initial symptom onset to the time at which each individual 220 
recognizes symptoms sufficiently to report to the Screener and isolate. For each infected 221 
individual in our population, we drew a symptom-based isolation lag from a log-normal 222 
distribution centered on a mean of one to five days and assumed the entire population to be 223 
compliant with the selected lag.  224 

A rapid, one day lag in symptom-based isolation was the single most effective 225 
intervention in our study, with a mean of more than 8,200 cases saved in a 50-day simulation 226 
(again, in a 20,000 person population), corresponding to an RE reduction of 0.68, from 1 to 0.32 227 
(SI Appendix – Dataset S1). Longer lag times to isolation produced less dramatic results, but 228 
even an average five-day lag to isolation post-symptom onset nonetheless yielded more than 229 
2,800 cases saved and reduced RE by a mean of 0.08. The efficacy of this intervention decreased 230 
at higher virus titer thresholds for symptom presentation, corresponding to a higher 231 
asymptomatic proportion (~50%) of the population (SI Appendix – Fig. S2); some empirical 232 
findings suggest that these higher titer thresholds for symptom onset may more accurately reflect 233 
COVID-19 epidemiology (45). Because both group size limits and daily screening surveys to 234 
facilitate symptom-based isolation can be implemented without expending substantial resources, 235 
we advocate for these two approaches as particularly cost-effective COVID-19 control strategies 236 
for all university and small community environments—especially those lacking an on-site 237 
surveillance testing lab. 238 
 239 
Comparing surveillance testing NPIs for COVID-19 control. 240 

Our primary motivation in developing this model was to advise UC Berkeley on best-241 
practices for asymptomatic surveillance testing. As such, we focused efforts on determining the 242 
most effective use of testing resources by comparing surveillance testing across a range of 243 
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approaches that varied test frequency, test turnaround time (TAT, the time from which the test 244 
was administered to the timing of positive case isolation), and test sensitivity (based on the limit 245 

of detection, LOD, or the minimum number of virus copies per µl of RNA detectable through 246 
asymptomatic surveillance testing). 247 

We compared all permutations of surveillance testing NPIs, varying test frequency across 248 
biweekly, weekly, and every-two-week regimes, investigating TAT across delays of one to five 249 

and ten days, and exploring LODs of 101, 103, 105, and 107 virus copies per µl of RNA. These 250 
test frequency regimes reflect those under consideration at UC Berkeley today: from August-251 
October 2020, UC Berkeley undergraduates residing in university residence halls have been 252 
subject to compulsory biweekly asymptomatic surveillance testing, while all other campus 253 
community members have been permitted to take part in voluntary testing with a recommended 254 
weekly or every-two-week frequency. TAT values in our model reflect the reality in range of 255 
testing turnaround times from in-house university labs like that at UC Berkeley to institutions 256 
forced to outsource testing to commercial suppliers (46), and LOD values span the range in 257 
sensitivity of available SARS-CoV-2 tests. The IGI’s RT-qPCR-based testing pipeline has a 258 

published sensitivity of 1 cp/µl (21), while the majority of SARS-CoV-2 RT-qPCR tests 259 

nationally are reliable above a 103 cp/µl threshold (47); less-sensitive antigen-based and LAMP 260 

assays report detection limits around 105 cp/µl (48, 49). Thus, in our model, only the purely 261 

hypothetical 107 cp/µl LOD (to our knowledge, no currently available test is so insensitive) 262 
should miss a substantial portion of infectious individuals, who typically present viral titers >106 263 

cp/µl (28–30).  264 
Across testing regimes broadly, we found test frequency and TAT to be the most 265 

influential parameters, with LOD exerting substantially less influence on epidemic dynamics, 266 
consistent with findings published elsewhere (14, 15). The top three most effective testing 267 
regimes incorporated assumptions of biweekly testing and one day TAT across LODs ranging 268 

from 101 to 105 cp/µl. These three scenarios yielded mean cases saved ranging from just over 269 
8,100 to just over 7,600 in the first 50 days of simulation and produced an RE reduction capacity 270 
between 0.64 and 0.51 (Fig. 3; SI Appendix – Dataset S1). Halving test frequency to a weekly 271 
regimen, under assumptions of TAT=1 and LOD=101, resulted in a nearly 33% decrease in the 272 
NPI’s RE reduction capacity. Even more starkly, a single extra day lag from one to two-day TAT 273 

under biweekly testing conditions at LOD=101 cp/µl yielded a 28% decrease in RE reduction 274 
capacity. Indeed, testing turnaround times of ten days or more—not unusual in our current 275 
national environment (46)—were not significantly different from scenarios in which no 276 
intervention was applied at all. This result is a product of the rapid generation time of SARS-277 
CoV-2 (2); most infectious individuals will have already completed the majority of subsequent 278 
transmissions by the time a testing isolation with a 10-day TAT is implemented. Nonetheless, 279 
encouragingly, reducing test sensitivity from 101 to 103 under a biweekly, TAT=1 regime 280 
decreased RE reduction capacity by a mere 1.4%, offering support to advocates for more frequent 281 
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but less sensitive tests (50). Only the 107 cp/µl LOD appeared to significantly impact the 282 
effectiveness of the testing intervention regime (SI Appendix – Dataset S1).  283 

Addition of a contact tracing intervention, in which 90% of infectious contacts were 284 
traced and isolated within a day of the source host isolation, to NPI scenarios already featuring 285 
either symptom-based or surveillance testing isolation enhanced each intervention’s capacity for 286 
epidemic control (SI Appendix – Fig. S3). Of note, contact tracing boosted performance of some 287 
of the poorest performing testing interventions, such that even those previously ineffective 288 
surveillance regimens with 10-day TAT nonetheless averted cases and significantly reduced RE 289 

when infectious contacts could be isolated. For a biweekly testing regime at LOD=101 cp/µl and 290 
TAT=10 days, the addition of contact tracing increased mean cases saved from ~330 to >5,000 291 
and increased RE reduction capacity from 0.00012 to 0.28 (SI Appendix – Dataset S2).  292 
 293 
Optimizing combined NPIs for COVID-19 control. 294 

Our modeled simulations indicate that it is possible to achieve largely equivalent gains in 295 
COVID-19 control from NPIs in the form of group size limits, symptom-based isolations, and 296 
surveillance testing isolations—though gains from symptom-based behavioral isolations are 297 
jeopardized under assumptions of a higher proportion of asymptomatic individuals (SI Appendix 298 
– Fig. S2). Nonetheless, the most effective interventions are realized when behavioral control 299 
mechanisms are combined with surveillance testing (Fig. 4). Assuming a one day TAT and 101 300 

cp/µl LOD, we found that adding (a) contact tracing with 90% adherence and a one-day lag, plus 301 
(b) symptom-based isolation with a one-day lag, plus (c) a group size limit of twelve persons to 302 
an every-two-week surveillance testing regimen could elevate the RE reduction capacity from 303 
0.18 to 0.91 and almost double the ~4,800 cases saved from the testing intervention alone (SI 304 
Appendix – Dataset S3). Combining interventions enabled less rigorous testing regimes to rival 305 
the effectiveness of biweekly surveillance testing without expending additional resources. In 306 
addition, combining interventions resulted in less variation in the cumulative case count, as many 307 
layers of opportunity for infection isolation helped limit the likelihood of a superspreading event 308 
spiraling out of control (SI Appendix –  Fig. S4). 309 

Following on this theme, we also experimented with varying the distribution of days 310 
allocated to surveillance testing, without changing the frequency with which each individual was 311 
tested. Specifically, we explored biweekly, weekly, and every-two-week testing regimens in 312 
which tests were administered across two, five, and seven available testing days per week. More 313 
broadly distributed test days corresponded to fewer tests per day at a population level but, as 314 
with more intervention layers, resulted in less variation in the cumulative total cases because 315 
testing isolations more closely tracked daily exposures (SI Appendix – Fig. S4).  316 

 317 
Modeling COVID-19 dynamics in the campus community. 318 
 In our final analysis, we sought to advise the IGI explicitly by simulating epidemics in a 319 
more realistic, heterogeneous population modeled after the UC Berkeley campus community 320 
(Fig. 5). To this end, we subdivided our 20,000 person university population into a 5,000 person 321 
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“high transmission risk” cohort and a 15,000 person “low transmission risk” cohort, assuming 322 
“high transmission risk” status to correspond to individuals (such as undergraduates), living in 323 
high density housing with a majority of contacts (90%) concentrated within the UCB community 324 
and “low transmission risk status” to correspond to individuals (such as faculty members or 325 
postdoctoral scholars) with only limited contacts (40%) in the UCB community. To add 326 
additional realism, we enrolled only 50% of each transmission risk group in our modeled 327 
surveillance testing program (to mimic adherence—though surveillance testing is compulsory for 328 
undergraduates residing in residence halls at UC Berkeley (22)). We found that targeted, 329 
biweekly testing of 50% of individuals in the high transmission risk cohort, paired with every-330 
three-week testing of enrolled individuals in the low transmission risk cohort yielded mean RE 331 
reduction and cumulative cases saved on par with that achieved from weekly testing (and better 332 
than that achieved from every-two-week testing) of 50% of individuals in the population at large 333 
(Fig. 5). Targeting the highest transmission-risk populations with testing surveillance allowed us 334 
to save valuable testing resources while simultaneously controlling the epidemic for the entire 335 
community.  336 

Critically, our modeled interventions in the heterogeneous population simulations 337 
considered testing surveillance only; if additional behavioral NPIs were introduced—especially 338 
if applied to the 50% of the population not enrolled in asymptomatic testing—transmission 339 
reductions would be even more extensive. Notably, irrespective of intervention, the diminished 340 
transmissibility of the “low transmission risk” population in this heterogeneous model structure 341 
greatly reduced epidemic spread in subsequent simulations as compared with those presented 342 
previously in the perfectly mixed environment; as a result, we here compared interventions at the 343 
end of two years (730 days) of simulation, rather than following the first 50 days. The heightened 344 
realism of our heterogenous population generated slow-moving epidemics more closely 345 
resembling those we are currently witnessing in our university environment. 346 
 347 
Discussion. 348 

We built a stochastic branching process model of SARS-CoV-2 spread in a university 349 
environment to advise UC Berkeley on best-practice strategies for effective asymptomatic 350 
surveillance in our pop-up IGI testing lab—and to offer a model for other institutions attempting 351 
to control the COVID-19 epidemic in their communities. While previous work has explored the 352 
isolated effects of specific NPIs—including group association limits (33),  symptomatic isolation 353 
(2, 14–16, 23, 43), asymptomatic surveillance testing (14–16), and contact tracing (2, 23, 43)—354 
on COVID-19 control, ours is the only model to date which investigates these interventions 355 
simultaneously and does so in a realistic and easily applicable setting. We offer an easy-to-356 
implement modeling tool that can be applied in other educational and workplace settings to 357 
provide NPI recommendations tailored to the COVID-19 epidemiology of a specific 358 
environment.  359 

Results from our analysis of behavior-based NPIs support previous work (2, 14–16, 23, 360 
33, 43) in showing that stringent group size limitations to minimize superspreading events and 361 
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rapid symptom-based isolations offer an effective means of epidemic control in the absence of 362 
surveillance testing resources. However, because of the unique natural history of the SARS-363 
CoV-2 virus, for which the majority of transmission events result from asymptomatic or 364 
presymptomatic infections (2, 43), symptom-based NPIs cannot reduce epidemic spread 365 
completely, and small community environments will always remain vulnerable to asymptomatic 366 
case importation. Moreover, symptom-based NPIs pose less effective means of epidemic control 367 
under scenarios assuming a higher proportion of asymptomatic individuals; empirical evidence 368 
suggests that SARS-CoV-2 infection may result in asymptomatic infection in up to nearly 70% 369 
of the population in select environments (45). For this reason, our results emphasize the 370 
importance of asymptomatic surveillance testing to prevent ongoing epidemics in universities 371 
and other small community environments. As more data becomes available on both the 372 
proportion of asymptomatic infections and their contributions to SARS-CoV-2 transmission, the 373 
relative importance of group size interventions, symptom-based isolation, and asymptomatic 374 
surveillance testing in different epidemiological contexts will be possible to determine from our 375 
modeling framework.  376 

As with behavioral interventions, our exploration of optimal surveillance testing regimes 377 
supports findings that have been published previously but with a few key extensions and critical 378 
novel insights. As has been recently highlighted (14, 15), we find that the most cases are saved 379 
under asymptomatic testing regimes that prioritize heightened test frequency and rapid 380 
turnaround time over test sensitivity. Importantly, we extend previous work to highlight how 381 
more rigorous testing regimes—and those combined with one or more behavioral 382 
interventions—greatly reduce variance in daily case counts, leading to more predictable 383 
epidemics. We find that the reduction in daily case variation  is even more pronounced when test 384 
regimes of equivalent frequency are distributed more broadly in time (i.e. tests are offered across 385 
more days of the week), thus minimizing the likelihood of compounding transmission chains that 386 
may follow upon a superspreading event. Additionally, we demonstrate how a focused stringent 387 
testing regime for a subset of “high transmission risk” individuals can effectively control a 388 
COVID-19 epidemic for the broader community. Taken together, our model shows the utility of 389 
a multi-faceted approach to COVID-19 control and offers a flexible tool to aid in prioritization of 390 
interventions in different university or workplace settings. 391 

Finally, our paper presents the only COVID-19 surveillance model published to date that 392 
combines asymptomatic testing with contact tracing, thus highlighting the compounding gains 393 
effected by these two interventions: contact tracing amplifies the control impacts of both 394 
symptom-based and surveillance testing-based isolations, such that even intervention scenarios 395 
assuming long delays in isolation after symptom onset or slow turnaround-times for test results 396 
can nonetheless greatly reduce the transmission capacity of COVID-19. These findings further 397 
emphasize the critical role that asymptomatic surveillance testing is likely to play in ongoing 398 
efforts to control COVID-19 epidemics into the 2021 year. Even limited surveillance testing may 399 
offer substantial gains in case reduction for university and workplace settings that already have 400 
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efficient symptomatic isolation and contact tracing programs in place. Our model allows us to 401 
prioritize when and where these gains are most likely to be achieved. 402 

Because we do not explicitly model SARS-CoV-2 transmission in a mechanistic, 403 
compartmental framework (51, 52), our analysis may overlook some more subtle insights into 404 
long-term disease dynamics. More complex analyses of interacting epidemics across larger 405 
spatial scales or investigations of vaccination delivery and the duration of immunity will 406 
necessitate implementation of a complete compartmental transmission model. However, our use 407 
of a stochastic branching process framework makes our model simple to implement and easily 408 
transferrable to other semi-contained small community environments, including a wide range of 409 
academic settings and workplaces (24). We make this tool available to others interested in 410 
exploring the impacts of targeted public health interventions—in particular, surveillance testing 411 
regimes—on COVID-19 control in more specific settings in the upcoming 2021 year.  We at the 412 
University of California, Berkeley are committed to maintaining the safest campus environment 413 
possible for our community, using all intervention tools at our disposal. We advise those in 414 
similar positions at other institutions to employ the behavioral interventions outlined here, in 415 
concert with effective surveillance testing regimes, to reduce community epidemics of COVID-416 
19 in the upcoming winter and spring seasons. 417 
 418 
 419 
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Figure Legends 562 

Fig. 1. Conceptual schematic of branching process model of SARS-CoV-2 dynamics.  563 
Person A is isolated through testing after exposing Person B and Person C. Person B is then 564 
isolated through contact tracing, while Person C is not traced but is nonetheless ultimately 565 
isolated through symptomatic surveillance. A viral titer trajectory (right) is derived from a 566 
within-host viral kinetics model (SI Appendiz), yielding the mean titer trajectory and 95% 567 
confidence interval shown here. The 25th and 75th titer threshold percentile for the onset of 568 
symptoms are depicted in pink, such that 30% of individuals modeled in our simulations did not 569 
present symptoms. Schematic is adapted in concept from Hellewell et al. (2020) (43).   570 
 571 
Fig. 2. Effects of group size limits on COVID-19 dynamics. 572 
A. Negative binomial RE distribution with mean = 1.5 and dispersion parameter (k) = 0.16 (from 573 
this distribution, RE was further reduced to a mean of one via within-host viral titer dynamics; SI 574 
Appendix). The black vertical dashed line indicates the superspreader threshold of 4, above 575 
which all cases generated from a single individual are derived from the same transmission event 576 
(e.g. a superspreading event) and allocated the same generation time. The colored vertical dashes 577 
indicate group size limits that ‘chop the tail’ on the RE distribution. B. Daily new cases and, C. 578 
Cumulative cases, across a 50-day time series under corresponding, color-coded group size 579 
limits.  580 
*Note: We assume that 80% of individuals at a gathering where a superspreading event takes 581 
place will become infected; thus, a group size limit of 50 will affect RE draws of 44 or higher: 4 582 
independent transmission events will be allowed, but any superspreading event of 40+ generated 583 
cases will be removed from simulation. Only one superspreading event was permitted per 584 
infectious individual in our simulations. 585 
 586 
Fig. 3. Impacts of NPIs on COVID-19 control. 587 
A. Mean reduction in RE* and B. cumulative cases saved across 50-day simulated epidemics 588 
under assumptions of differing non-pharmacological interventions (NPIs). NPIs are color-coded 589 
by threshold number of persons for group-size limits, lag-time for symptom-based isolations, and 590 
mean turnaround time from test positivity to isolation of infectious individuals for testing 591 
isolations. For testing isolations, shading hue corresponds to test limit of detection (LOD) with 592 

the darkest colors indicating the most sensitive tests with an LOD of 101 virus copies/µl of RNA. 593 

Progressively lighter shading corresponds to LOD = 103, 105, and 107 cp/µl.  594 
*Note: RE reduction (panel A) is calculated as the difference in mean RE in the absence vs. 595 
presence of a given NPI. The upper confidence limit (uci) in RE reduction is calculated as the 596 
difference in uci RE in the absence vs. presence of NPI. In our model, mean RE in the absence of 597 
NPI equals one and uci RE in the absence of NPI equals 7.6. 598 
 599 
 600 
 601 
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Fig. 4. Combining behavioral and surveillance testing NPIs for COVID-19 control. 602 
A. Mean reduction in RE, B. cumulative cases saved, and C. daily case counts for the first 50 603 
days of the epidemic, across regimes of differing testing frequency and a combination of 604 
surveillance testing, contact tracing, symptomatic isolation, and group size limit interventions. 605 
All scenarios depicted here assumed test TAT, symptomatic isolation lags, and contact tracing 606 
lags drawn from a log-normal distribution with mean=1. LOD was fixed at 101 and group size 607 
limits at 12. Dynamics shown here are from biweekly testing simulations in which testing was 608 
limited to two test days per week.  609 
 610 
Fig. 5. Targeted testing of high transmission risk cohorts in a heterogenous population. 611 
A. Schematic of transmission risk group cohorts in the heterogenous model. The population is 612 
divided into 5,000 “high transmission risk” and 15,000 “low transmission risk” individuals, for 613 
which, 90% and 40% of the proportion of transmission events take place within the UC Berkeley 614 
community, respectively. Of those transmission events within the Berkeley community, the 615 
majority (80%) are restricted within the same transmission risk group as the infector, while 20% 616 
are sourced to the opposing risk group. Half of each cohort is assumed to be enrolled in 617 
asymptomatic surveillance testing and subjected to the differing test frequency regimes depicted 618 
in panels B. through D. Panel B. shows the progression of cumulative cases across 730 days of 619 
simulation for each testing regime, while panel C. and D. give, respectively, the reduction in RE 620 
and the total cases saved achieved by each test regime vs. a no intervention baseline. 621 
 622 
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Supplementary Text 
 
Text S1. Model Description. 

Our publicly-available Github repository (1) provides opensource code to reproduce all 
simulations and analyses presented in our paper. We summarize the practical implementation 
details of our modeling design for ease-of-access here.  

Our model takes the form of a stochastic branching process model, in which a subset 
population of exposed individuals (0.5%, derived from the mean percentage of positive tests in 
our UC Berkeley community (2)) is introduced into a hypothetical 20,000 person community that 
approximates the campus utilization goals for our university in spring 2021. The model code 
builds up to a single function `replicate.epidemic()` which runs a specified number of stochastic 
simulations from a defined parameter set, using the function ‘simulate.epidemic()’. Within the 
‘simulate.epidemic()’ function, we first construct a population of 20,000 persons in the sub-
function, ‘initiate.pop()’. Within this initiation function, each person in our population is 
individually numbered, assigned a viral titer trajectory that will be followed if that individual 
becomes infected (Text S2), and assigned a suite of disease metrics drawn stochastically from a 
specified set of parameter distributions, as outlined in Text S3.  

 
Text S2. Within-host viral dynamics 

For computational efficiency, we pre-generated 20,000 50-day individual titer trajectories 
and saved them as an .Rdata file, `"titer.dat.20K.Rdata"`. To generate these trajectories, we used 
a within-host viral kinetics model structured after the classic target cell model (3–5). Code for 
this model is available in the ‘model-sandbox’ folder of our Github release, under file `viral-
load.R`, which iterates the following simple model and parameter values derived from Baccam et 
al. (2006) (6) for influenza: 
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where "! 	corresponds to the target cell population, & is the transmission rate of free virus to 

target cell invasion, ) corresponds to the inverse of the duration of the virus eclipse phase, and , 
corresponds to the inverse of the incubation period of an infected cell. - then gives the burst size 
of a virus-infected cell and . equals the inverse of the lifespan of free virus subject to natural 



virus mortality and immune predation. Parameter values used to generate each titer trajectory 
(with a standard deviation of .3x the value of each parameter introduced to add stochasticity in 
each iteration) are derived from Baccam et al. (2006) and offer a reasonable approximation of the 
viral load trajectory for an infection with SARS-CoV-2 (7): 
 
starting conditions:  "! = 4 ∗ 10"; ( = 0; * = 0;	' = 4.9 

parameter values: & = 1 ∗ 10#$; ) = 1; . = 3.8;	, = 3.8 
 
Text S3. Individual disease metrics 

Figures in our paper are derived from 100x replications of each set of parameter values, 
which we manipulate to explore a range of non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) to combat 
COVID-19 dynamics in our system. Our flexible model allows for the introduction of NPIs for 
COVID-19 control in four different forms: (1) group size limits, (2) symptom-based isolations, 
(3) surveillance testing isolations, and (4) contact tracing isolations that follow after cases are 
identified through screening from symptomatic or surveillance testing. These interventions 
modify the suite of disease metrics drawn upon model initiation for each numbered individual in 
the dataset. We summarize the disease metrics drawn at initiation for all members of the 
population here: 

• Time of next test: allocated based on the selected asymptomatic surveillance testing 
regime. We assume the week starts with day 1 on Saturday and day 7 on Friday. If 
n.test.days =2, then tests are distributed on Monday (day 3) and Friday (day 7) of each 
week. As timesteps advance and individuals reach their respective test days, the next test 
day is updated based on the testing regime (if biweekly, the next test day is advanced 3 
days; if weekly, the next test day is advanced 7 days; if every-two-weeks, the next test day 
is advanced 14 days). 

• Beginning/end time of test sensitivity: based on test limit of detection (LOD) as 
specified at model outset, this corresponds to the timestep post exposure at which an 
individual viral titer crosses the threshold for being detectable by the chosen test, both as 
titers increase at the beginning of a disease trajectory and decrease at the end.  

• Adherence with testing regime: Y/N, allocated randomly across individuals based on the 
proportion of the population modeled as complying with the surveillance testing 
intervention (90% of individuals in all scenarios modeled in our paper). 

• Adherence with group limit: Y/N, allocated randomly across individuals based on the 
proportion of the population modeled as complying with the group size limits imposed at 
outset (90% of individuals in all scenarios modeled in our paper; see ‘number of potential 
onward cases generated for’ for how group size interacts with cases). 



• Adherence with contact tracing regimen: Y/N, allocated randomly across individuals 
based on the proportion of the population modeled as complying with the contact tracing 
intervention imposed at outset (90% of individuals in all scenarios modeled in our paper). 

• Time of symptom onset: determined by randomly drawing a titer limit for symptom onset 

for each individual from a lognormal distribution with a mean of 1e+07 cp/µl  RNA and a 

standard deviation of 1e+04 cp/µl (8–10). The timing of symptom onset then corresponds 
to the time post-exposure at which each individual’s titer trajectory crosses the 
corresponding titer limit. According to this approach, under default parameter values, 
symptom onset occurred between 2 and 3 days post-exposure in our model, and ~30% of 
the population never presented with symptoms at all (Fig. 1, main text). 

• Time of symptom-based isolation: based on delay lag post-symptom onset, drawn from a 
lognormal distribution with a mean of the specified number of days of symptom isolation 
lag (1-5 or infinity) and a standard deviation of 0.5 days. 

• Time of tracing-based isolation: based on contact tracing lag for those adhering to the 
contact tracing regimen in place. Parameter must be updated with each timestep until 
individual becomes infected; value then becomes fixed at time of infector isolation, plus 
corresponding lag drawn from a lognormal distribution with a mean of one day and a 
standard deviation of 0.5 days. 

• Time of testing-based isolation: based on turnaround time (TAT) to isolation post 
testing, drawn from a lognormal distribution with a mean of the specified number of delay 
days (1-5, 10, or infinity) and a standard deviation of 0.5 days. Parameter is updated when 
‘time of next test’ is updated for each individual in our model.  

• Disease status: ‘susceptible’ = 0, ‘exposed’ = 3, ‘infectious’ = 1, ‘recovered’ =5. At 
onset, all individuals are modeled as susceptible, excepting the 0.5% which are introduced 
as infectious (1) to seed the epidemic.  

• Number of potential onward cases generated: Several figures in the main text of our 
manuscript present the RE reduction capacity of a specified intervention, which we 
calculate as the difference between the average of the number of potential onward cases 
generated and the number of actual onward cases generated for each individual after an 
intervention is adopted. To compute the number of potential onward cases generated for 
each individual, we first draw a number of possible cases from a negative binomial 
distribution with a mean of 1.5 and a dispersion parameter (k) of 0.16, based on the 
distribution of cases in the original SARS-CoV epidemic (11, 12). For each case generated 
from this draw, we next draw a generation time for that potential case, based on a weibull 
distribution with a shape parameter = 2.826 and a scale parameter = 5.665, as specified in 
Ferretti et al. (2020) (13), which biases infections early in an individual’s disease 
trajectory. We model ‘superspreading’ by assigning the same generation time to any cases 
exceeding four, assuming those cases to have been generated in the same transmission 



event. For example, if an individual draws a potential of five onward cases, each of those 
will be assigned an independent generation time, but if an individual draws a potential of 
eight onward cases, four of those will be assigned independent generation times, and four 
will be assigned the same generation time. Only one transmission event is permitted per 
infectious individual in our model. 

Since each individual is already pre-assigned a within-host viral titer trajectory in our 
modeling framework, we next examine the viral load specified at the generation time of 
each potential onward transmission and determine if that case actually occurs 
probabilistically based on the value of the titer (higher titer infections are more likely to 

generate onward transmission events). We assume that an average dose of  >106 cp/µl 
generates a successful transmission event (8–10) and determine the probability of 

exposure as (1 − 7(#(&'()*.,',-(//0!	))), corresponding to a 63% probability of causing an 

onward infection for an individual with a viral load of 106 cp/µl. We then assess the 
probability of each of our possible cases occurring at the specified generation time, then 
re-compute the potential cases generated based on those which are permissible based on 
within-host titer trajectories. This results in an average of one onward transmission event 
per infectious individual in the absence of the NPIs examined here (but reflecting social 
distancing and mask wearing), which, as specified in the main text, is in line with current 
estimates from Alameda County, CA (14). 

• Number of actual onward cases generated: From the number of possible cases 
generated, we next apply the relevant intervention and iterate forward in time to determine 
the actual number of cases generated by each infectious individual across the time course 
of our modeled epidemics. For symptom and surveillance testing-based isolations, as well 
as contact tracing, no cases are generated if an infectious individual is isolated prior to the 
generation time of any possible onward cases. For NPIs in the form of group size limits, 
case reduction in our model is performed prior to the initiation of the epidemic time series. 
We assume that 80% of individuals present at a superspreading gathering could become 
infected, and for every individual abiding by a group size limit intervention, potential 
onward cases are removed from that individual’s total if they exceed 80% of the imposed 
group size limit in the simulation. For example, at a group size limit of 20, we assume that 
it would be possible for 16 people (80%) to become infected in a single instance, so an 
infectious individual who generates four independent transmissions and a four-person 
single-event superspreading transmission would be unaffected by this intervention. By 
contrast, an individual who generates four independent transmissions and a 20-person 
single-event superspreading transmission would be reduced to only causing those four 
independent transmissions. Our model is conservative in assuming that the group size 
limit-abiding individual does not attend any gatherings in excess of group size at all, 



thereby avoiding the entire superspreading event altogether (instead of allowing for 16 
transmissions to take place in lieu of 20). 
 

Following onset of infection, the timings of symptom-, tracing-, and asymptomatic testing-based 
isolations are then compared and the earliest time is selected as the actual mechanism (if any) of 
isolation for that individual. The number of actual onward cases generated is then updated if 
isolation occurs prior to some new case generations. Additionally, all individuals identified as 
infectious are additionally assigned the following metrics: 

• Isolation time of infector 
• Source of infection (external Alameda County vs. UC Berkeley community member) 

• ID number of infector, if from UC Berkeley 

The cycle then repeats in the next timestep when all “actual infections” for each infectious 
individual are then assigned to new susceptible individuals. The epidemic continues with 
updated parameters for all newly exposed individuals until either the end of the time series is 
reached or no more susceptible individuals remain in the population.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Supplementary Figures 
 

 
Fig. S1. No effect of group size limits on COVID-19 dynamics at log-normal RE. 
Figure replicates Fig. 2 (main text) at a log-normal distribution for RE, instead of negative 
binomial. A. Log-normal RE distribution with a mean of 1.5 and a standard deviation of 1.233. 
The black vertical dashed line indicates the superspreader threshold of 4, above which all cases 
generated from a single individual are derived from the same transmission event (e.g. a 
superspreading event) and allocated the same generation time. The colored vertical dashes 
indicate the group size limits that ‘chop the tail’ on the RE distribution. B. Daily new cases and, 
C. cumulative cases, across a 50-day time series under corresponding, color-coded group size 
limits.  

 



 
Fig. S2. Symptomatic isolation is less effective at higher proportions of asymptomatic 
individuals. 
Figure replicates symptom-isolation panels from Fig. 3 (main text) in top row, showing A. mean 
reduction in RE and B. cumulative cases saved across 50-day simulated epidemics under 
differing lag times to isolation, assuming a threshold titer for symptom onset by which ~30% of 
the population presents as asymptomatic. A comparison at a titer threshold for which ~50% of 
the population presents as asymptomatic demonstrates how a higher proportion of asymptomatic 
individuals in the population erodes the effectiveness of the symptom-based isolation 
intervention; asymptomatic status has no impact on the effectiveness of group size limits or 
asymptomatic surveillance testing interventions. 



 
Fig. S3. Contact tracing enhances the effectiveness of testing-based and symptom-based 
isolations. 
Figure replicates symptom-isolation panels from Fig. 3 (main text) in top row, showing A. mean 
reduction in RE and B. cumulative cases saved across 50-day simulated epidemics for NPIs of 
both symptom-based and testing-based isolation, across a range of different lag times or 
turnaround times to isolation (for, respectively symptom- or testing-based isolations). All testing-
based interventions depicted are shown at a LOD=101 cp/µl. In the bottom row, A. mean 
reduction in RE and B. cumulative cases saved are depicted for a comparative intervention which 
adds an additional single-day lag in contact tracing to the respective symptom-based or testing-
based isolation. Under these combined interventions, even previously ineffective testing 
interventions with 10-day TAT show gains beyond no intervention at all.  

 

 

 

 

 



 
Fig. S4. Broadly distributed testing days and layered interventions reduce variation in 
cumulative cases. 
Figure extends results from Fig. 4 (main text), showing the standard deviation in cumulative 
cases from 50-day simulated epidemics, across regimes of differing testing frequency and a 
combination of surveillance testing, contact tracing, symptomatic isolation, and group size limit 
interventions. All scenarios depicted here assume test TAT, symptomatic isolation lags, and 
contact tracing lags drawn from a log-normal distribution with mean=1. LOD is fixed at 101 and 
group size limits at 12. Dynamics compare tests of differing frequency (biweekly, weekly, every 
two weeks) distributed across variable numbers of days in a given week (2,5,7). Additional 
layers of intervention and more testing days per week reduce the standard deviation in 
cumulative cases. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Legends for Datasets S1 to D3 
 
Dataset S1. Averaged total cases saved and mean RE reduction across group size limit, 
symptomatic isolation, and surveillance testing NPIs. Summarized model output from 100x 
simulations across all NPIs presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, main text. Confidence intervals 
represent 1.96*standard deviation in case reduction or RE reduction. 

 
Dataset S2. Averaged total cases saved and mean RE reduction across symptomatic 
isolation, and surveillance testing NPIs, under regimes with and without contact tracing. 
Summarized model output from 100x simulations across all NPIs presented in SI-Appendix, Fig. 
S3. 

 

Dataset S3. Averaged total cases saved and mean RE reduction across combined 
intervention approaches. Summarized model output from 100x simulations across all NPIs 
presented in Fig. 4, main text. 

 

All other model output available as saved .Rdata files in our publicly-available Github repository 
(1). 
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